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Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH SATURDAY.
● CLICK ON “HISTORY OF OUR GALACTIC WORLD & NESARA” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening Meditation:
Cheryl Croci
Everyone is invited to Cheryl's Sunday, Monday ascension and activation calls
● 9 pm EST/6 pm PST
● 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#
Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● Need $622
THANK YOU
● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Click on any of these names & scroll down
to find the Paypal button.
● Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to
blog page to find the donate button - can indicate whether it's for BBS or T&R
T & R: ● need $$$ for food and gas
● something for the mechanic [$100 as they are still paying ET off from last September]
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, #385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
● New way to help with gift cards for food
Call Robyn Lacorte. Office Manager of Sunflower Farmers' Market
1706 East Southern Avenue 480-820-4900 to use a credit card for a gift card
Tempe, AZ 85282
www.rlacorte@sfmarkets.com
Hard News:
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Hard News:
R: asking for help – has been asked to say the homeless people cannot help him any more
● there are 25 people he is connected to – they gather daily and do funny things to wake up customers!
Like - go to Wal Mart, get on the intercom, and put Thom Hartmann on his phone and say that
WalMart is not a person
● the least among us is the most important
● Rama has sat with the Admiral, the Essene, Sananda Kumara, who is one of us, yet is also the
Admiral in Charge, Planetary Prince along with St. Michael – a big f.... deal !
● When one of us is horizontal on the ground, it's all of us
● One of Britain's major bank went down in last – read it in The Daily Mail: Sh*t is hitting the fan!
● No one can get their money out! Police told them to leave the ATM
Take your money out of the major banks NOW
Camp Loveway: Cathy Christiansen was on, talking about Syria
● a Turkish plane was in Syrian airspace: borders are “fuzzy”
● Imagine no borders! We are getting to this place
● she talked of ecocide, genocide in Syria – the end run where the UN is trying to get its folks
into Syria as they did in Libya, courtesy of The Black Widow
● Story goes back to Jehovah, Lillith & Lucifer who wanted to create an android army across the
universe – no more extinction events! Check out the book The Fourth Turning
● Played a short clip by David Icke - plan has been cancelled courtesy of Co-Creator God
● David Icke lives as a hermit – current path. Has given at least $2M to Sean Penn for
Haiti – they are re-building Port au Prince.
● Jacques Fresco, The Venus project, has been brought into Haiti – David Icke wants to
bring the Venus Project to other locations, as well
R has been in contact with those about extinction level events:
● it is only about the end of one yuga and beginning of Sat Yuga
● Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert – so many people talking about the story from so many angles
● how did Mother's children take us to the depths?
● Has to do with the ankle biters who listened to the whisperings of Worm Tongue, of
Lucifer and Satan, who had no business telling the people what to do:
● they are going to the Void, the Great Central Sun & this is already happening –
● stay in your heart even when they are pointing a gun at us!
● The whole story that has to do with banksters and the Jesuits and the fallen planetary prince:
● we ARE the co-creator gods, with same abilities the the beings in legends, stories have – we set
aside the tonal and step into the naqual and find the happy place
● To help people in your community: work directly & avoid the mega churches, for one thing
● the mega churches use your money to play in the hedge funds and ALEC things
● those who got into programs in the churches after 1999 will get nothing
● that world only churns as long as there is ignorance to support it
Audio: Max Keiser
We discuss smashed watermelon and dead rat collateral and the fraud flow of a less than zero
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alance sheet. In the second half of the show Max talks to economist, Constantin Gurdgiev, about
ntergalactic bailout bonds to the rescue and other crazy ideas to solve the global debt
catastrophe and the significance of the gold collateral to Germany’s idea of a European
Redemption Fund.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-Pseu3DeBo&feature=player_embedded
● Most dangerous media in the world: the Keiser Report!
● Royal Bank of Scotland – bad decision! Fred the Shred at RBS got bailed out by gov't . . . .
● Jamie Dimon faced Congress –
● Max's comments? Show us the collateral that supports your books – there IS no there, there!
● There is a fraud flow, but no collateral at JPMorgan! Book value of company is less than Zero!
● They are not there to grill Dimon, only there to tease out insider information – extent of
corruption! He's a performer!
● Report on Greek bank – banks are supposed to have collateral – if they have Dimon as a consultant, he
will persuade them that feta cheese is collateral!
● MIG banks – there were monks that played a large part om this . . . . [MIG: Money Is Gone!]
● In the financial world – it's a ponzi scheme; in nature, it's cancer!
● Discussion with Constantine from Dublin:
1. what is in store for Greece is in store for rest of Euro zone
● no matter results of the election, issuing new instruments will not work
2. about situation in Ireland – will debt be borne by the people?
● Yes, the small taxpayers will bear the burden – their gov't sided with German creditors!
3. how long can the ponzi scheme go on?
● It's over now – Cyprus is insolvent thanks to Greece; Spain is out
4. G20 folks seem to believe that there will be a new global credit facility like IMF with special
drawing rights from the IMF –
● C does not think they can be successful; every debt needs to be backed
● They discuss the various schemes being put forth – the schemes are just about shifting debt around and
re-collateralizing it with no real collateral ● People have gone off the gold standard because the hands of gov't were tied – says going back on gold
standard will create levels of austerity
Audio: Amy Goodman – from the Brazilian Environmental Conference:
Let the Children Lead us

[SEE BELOW]

On Wednesday, 17-year-old environmental activist Brittany Trilford of Wellington, New Zealand,
addressed more than a hundred heads of state at the opening plenary of the Rio+20 U.N. Earth
Summit, the largest United Nations gathering ever. "We are all aware that time is ticking, and we
are quickly running out," Trilford said. "You have 72 hours to decide the fate of your children, my
children, my children’s children. And I start the clock now." [includes rush transcript]

Guest: Brittany Trilford, 17-year-old New Zealander who addressed more than a hundred heads of
state at the opening plenary of the Rio+20 U.N. Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
http://www.democracynow.org/2012/6/21/are_you_here_to_save_face#transcript
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Caller: creditors after him; hoping by last week they would be gone!
T & R: it's all planned – 15 banks downgraded – it's MIG – Money Is Gone [Max Keiser's words]
R: Mario Monte is saying that maybe Euro has a week left
T: just a prediction, not a date!
Caller: if it's done before Tuesday, he could send the money to T & R instead!
T: about to go into Mother's mouth!
Caller: lots of dis-info, smearing going on – Drudge Report; for special occasions, send us money
T: trashing Obama has to do with getting arrested – they have known this since he won the election
Caller: quotes numbers about relations between Obama & Romney
T: all over the news that Rove could have been arrested for the same things; the Exec privilege
they think sky is limit; don't get MIG!
T: All the figures he read are hogwash – the gaps between Obama and GOP are huger than that!
Lots of people around world know what's going on; many in US still don't
R: Cathy Christenson was saying that what is happening in
● Bill and Cathy were fanatical sci fi nuts! She said when pharaohs were mummified thought they
would be resurrected;
● as in the episode of Star Gate SG1 when Daniel was put in a resurrection chamber
Caller: Joe Gilbert who wrote Dreams of my Real Father – says real father is Frank Marshal Davis!!!
T: they will do what they will do – Malcolm X is Obama's father: the last piece of information anyone
wants out
● Recent info: thousands of people in North Carolina were sterilized, people of colour!
● There are more people of colour being born in US now than before – as of a week ago!
R: this is about the eradication of the true story of Mother and Zudiachus
● already tried it by messing with the timelines of the Egyptian period
● Allah – means Mother Goddess – not a male; yes, it is about the active principle but the creative
source of the active principal is Mother Sekhmet, Mother Zudiacus
Cathy: Reporting on info received from a call this morning – Hollow Earth Network – work with Billie
Woodward [Zaraya] who channels his father Zorra
● Zorra was talking of BO & Michelle – Barack & Michelle beamed up to Ashtar's ship! Then
beamed back into White House & re-materialized in front of the Secret Service who flipped out!
● The SS were really upset! So they told the Secret Service what happened & that they wanted to
share it with the people of the world – S S advised against it!
● This backs up what T & R talk about it – this kind of thing is getting out there!
● Zorra will be heading back to Hollow Earth soon; his Twin Flame will go with him
● www.Hollowearthnetwork.org
● clauren103@ aol.com - write her and she will send info if you'd like
● Cathy no longer worries which way things will happen: it will be what it is supposed to be – it's all for the
best good of all concerned . .
● Those who are not ready, who choose to stay within the 3D learning curve will be instantaneously
placed into an environment that is not here, but they will be in their own home, etc with their own
children, where they will be fine and won't remember what happened
T: When they wake up, they will be in another place with the environment they know, & where the energy
that they need to catch up on will be the entire energy of the planet they are on [not Earth]
● that will free us on the planet who remain here with our adeptship to faster, to evolve very fast
– and as we do this, they will be receiving the energies from our planet to go faster - that is
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why this planet earth is so special
C: another caller asked about those we love: will they have their own homes? Will anything change for
them – no, it will not be a big
T: in case of a family member who is more advanced who stays there, that person will not stay here
– there will be processing of different levels
Cathy: they were asked: to what degree are we ready?
41% a month ago, now over 51% - the key is that it is over 50%
● Mother has said we are in the 90% range in terms of readiness, but that is us on this call;
T: there was a special dispensation that ST. Germain put in place as soon as he left his station in the
un-dead realms: Count Racozy stayed there until 1979 when he was working on clearing out the
Vatican where the concentration of archons has been
before had to be 98% awake to ascend; now it's have only to be 51% to ascend!
Cathy: Re: Dinar:
Zorro said that those in Europe who are the ones to get it first have already received theirs
● HAS NOT HIT AMERICA YET: but those in the know with millions of dinar have already cashed
in – this will evolve around the world – 50% is the return on investment!!!!
T: Only people in integrity will get the money; just because you have a million dinar does not mean you will
get anything at all! Have to be aligned with F3 about what to do with it
C: for those who would not use the money for higher purposes – won't they be gone already??
T: not everyone is evil
● there will be a transfer of the people who are unable take the intensities of the frequencies
● as they are not evil, they are moved to less intense locations
R: it is through divine compassion and unconditional love that they are brought to a place where they can
receive the frequencies or blow up!
C: Billie feels to her like so, so brother-like to Rama! There is a connection . . . why she felt it so strongly
T: clauren103@aol.com to get information about connection with the Saturday morning calls with Billie
● This explains why Max Keiser is screaming what he is saying – MIG “money is gone” routine!

Audio: Rio+20

[SEE BELOW]

Nigerian Activist Nnimmo Bassey - Rio+20 Summit Will
Not Get Us Out of Environmental Crisis

Thursday, June 21, 2012

We’re joined from the Rio+20 Earth Summit in Rio by Nnimmo Bassey, executive director of
Environmental Rights Action in Nigeria, chair of Friends of the Earth International. "The leaders came
to Rio with, clearly, very low ambitions, and probably with the desire to block agreements on any issue
that would not be of particular benefit to them or their countries," Bassey says. "They’ve come out with
a draft agreement which the presidents are looking at currently, a draft agreement that is shallow, that is
hollow, that doesn’t describe or deal with the root causes of the crisis, the multiple crises that the world
is confronted with right now." [includes rush transcript]
Guest: Nnimmo Bassey, executive director of Environmental Rights Action in Nigeria and chair of
Friends of the Earth International. He is author of the book To Cook a Continent: Destructive
Extraction and Climate Crisis in Africa.
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At Rio+20, Severn Cullis-Suzuki Revisits
Historic '92 Speech, Fights for Next Generation's Survival

Audio: Thursday, June 21, 2012

[SEE BELOW]

In 1992, 12-year-old Severn Cullis-Suzuki became known as "the girl who silenced the world for six minutes" after
she addressed delegates in Rio de Janeiro during the summit’s plenary session. We air Cullis-Suzuki’s historic address
and speak to her from the Rio+20 summit, which she comes back to now as a veteran international environmental
campaigner and mother of two. "Twenty years later, the world is still talking about a speech, a six-minute speech that
a 12-year-old gave to world leaders," Cullis-Suzuki says. "Why? It is because the world is hungry to hear the truth,
and it is nowhere articulated as well as from the mouths of those with everything at stake, which is youth." [includes
rush transcript]
Guest: Severn Cullis-Suzuki, delivered a famous speech at the 1992 U.N. Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro and is now
a veteran international environmental campaigner and mother of two, attending the Rio+20 summit.
Audio: Jesuits

Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 1 - YouTube
Feb 3, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 1 Documentary on the
fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=vogcQAbcjvo
Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 2 - YouTube
Feb 3, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 2 Documentary on the
fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdAR7Q0O2bY
Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 3 - YouTube
Feb 4, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 3 Documentary on the
fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGW4FX7sLr0
plane crashed right after interview James Arrabito exposes Jesuit ...
Feb 19, 2010 ... plane crashed right after interview James Arrabito exposes Jesuit
secrets, part 4. flv. BIBLESECRETS. Subscribe Subscribed Unsubscribe ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=RA45o7w4faw
Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 5 - YouTube
Feb 4, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 5 Documentary on the
fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYu9BXhjTIc

Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 6 - YouTube
Feb 4, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 6 Documentary on
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the fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5PkuQEhMmI
Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 7 - YouTube
Feb 4, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 7 Documentary on
the fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=buC6HDAcUiI
Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 8 - YouTube
Feb 4, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 8 Documentary on
the fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3jjB77ffXI

Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 9 - YouTube
Feb 4, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 9 Documentary on the
fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IR_wcwjsLE
Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 10 - YouTube
Feb 13, 2009 ... The History of the Jesuits, by James Arrabito Part 9 Documentary on
the fascinating history of the Jesuit Order Documentary on the fascinating ...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkSFAz4PPXE
Astrology:
Richard
● T square in cardinal signs – will peak next Friday
3½days past solstice, and 3 days past new moon – it's been quite a ride
● Major things to happen between now and July 3
● Saturday, Midnight tonight – sun far enough in Cancer that it will be trine Neptune
= benevolent combo of Divine Spirit and Divine Wisdom: major beneficiary for the weekend
● have 2 major squares – these are forcing us to wisdom & beauty & things associated with Venus
T Square 1 Pluto & Sun with Uranus on the stem
T Square 2 the moon tonight opposite Neptune with Jupiter and Venus on the stem
● Sun trines Neptune at midnight [EST]
● Sunday: 4:14 am; Uranus will exactly square Pluto; this has been building & this peak frequency will start
week with different set of energies – might see some divine will showing up
● Monday: moon in Virgo, Jupiter will exactly square Neptune at 3:59am; Saturn goes direct at 4:01
will be Virgo critical analysis
Mercury moves out of Cancer into Leo – 10:30 pm
● Tuesday: moon goes void of course around 7 am, and moves into Libra after lunch
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● Wed: moon still in Libra all day, trine to Venus, square to Pluto at 3:40 am; 11:07 am Venus goes direct
The 2 planets going direct should get things moving [Saturn on Monday, Venus on Monday]
● Thursday: moon void of course, starts when moon conjuncts Saturn
● Friday: could be interesting – completion of the T square
Richard lists various combos –
● overall feeling is another intense and uncomfortable week!
● Depending on how grounded we are, will have good days and less good days!
● Full moon at 8:11 am Tuesday at 13 degrees of Capricorn – moon will conjunct Pluto
● Mars goes into Libra on the day of the full moon; moon will square Uranus at ...
THIS FULL MOON IS REALLY IMPORTANT!
● Many who are 60 or + or – 4-5 years, like Richard: we all came into this incarnation with Uranus in
Cancer
● we came in with a Divine Will mission -a lot of us will open more and get a better idea of what
the Divine Mission statement looks like
● The ones who are younger will have Uranus in Leo – you'll get tapped in a few more weeks.
when sun conjuncts Uranus
● There are financial astrologers track the relationship between the stars and wealth creation, etc
● Taurus is a great place for wealth creation
● However // went through Taurus a month ago so PERHAPS this could indicate the last great,
sustainable stock market condition
● every time the DOW gets close to 13,000 the manipulators take it down
● there is another one that also backs off again when it starts getting “too high”
● the long term history charts of the market – last really big peaks were in 2007 just before the Lehmann
Bros – the market manipulators no longer have any support –
● the regulators have been bought, are no longer fulfilling their fiduciary duties
● all could bust open in July
T: what is different now – downgrading the 15 major banks
Ri: the guys he watches have been playing it conservative for some time no – the banks are insolvent!!!
● the downgrading made official was what the conservative ones were thinking
● METALS ARE MONEY; EVERYTHING ELSE IS CREDIT AND DEBT – WHICH IS WHAT IS
KILLING THE SYSTEM
T: it's ALL bad paper
Ri: the faith in getting your principal back has failed
T: It has been zero since we went on Petro dollar!
Ri: ● now with the creative derivative crap, they have sunk themselves – we are heading for a re-set!!!!
This is Divine Will!
Reading: Moody's tilts playing field towards save haven banks
● London's downgrading makes borrowing more expensive
Reading: 15 Major Investment Banks See Ratings Cut by Moody's
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Conference Call:
Caller: sent article about “ankle biters”
T: the church IS the archons – the most concentrated place on the planet for them
● They are renegades – Lucifer came back to the light, but those in the church do not want to
admit that Lucifer came back to the light – that is why Benedict XIV has flesh-rot disease
Caller: has been receiving info all her life - had received many times messages about committing suicide
but overcame it
● had she known about archons could have told them to get lost!
T: T has seen her come into confidence about herself over time! It's very clear!
● With the help of all the technologies, there will be ways of rejuvenating us all.
● Both Cynthia & Tara – said to caller she would get the body of a 35 year old
● At one point, Cynthia was sleeping for 23 hours a day: a psychic surgeon worked on her, as she
had double scoliosis

Reading:

THE ARREST OF THE CABAL

[SEE BELOW]

We the people of EARTH move now for (this) cause in unanimous agreement
and issue the following ORDER AND DECREE:
The Sentient People of EARTH vs. All Living Beings Comprising
THE CRIMINAL CABAL June 20, 2012 ORDER AND DECREE
[see below for the rest]

Reading:

Free June Celestial Timings

[SEE BELOW]

Back on the radio
Reading: rest of article on June Celestial Timings
Reading: The Occult History of the Bank of England

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: Tales from the Vault – Case of the Secret MS Solved
the triangular book of St. Germain

[SEE BELOW]

Audio:

Swami Purna – answers a wide variety of questions

Closing:

Celtic Women
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"Are You Here to Save Face — or Save Us?" - Brittany Trilford,
17, Addresses World Leaders at Rio+20

2012, June 21

http://www.democracynow.org/2012/6/21/are_you_here_to_save_face#transcript
On Wednesday, 17-year-old environmental activist Brittany Trilford of Wellington, New Zealand, addressed more than
a hundred heads of state at the opening plenary of the Rio+20 U.N. Earth Summit, the largest United Nations
gathering ever. "We are all aware that time is ticking, and we are quickly running out," Trilford said. "You have 72
hours to decide the fate of your children, my children, my children’s children. And I start the clock now." [includes
rush transcript]
Guest: Brittany Trilford, 17-year-old New Zealander who addressed more than a hundred heads of state at the
opening plenary of the Rio+20 U.N. Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Transcript
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: Leaders from more than a hundred countries are gathered in Brazil for the Rio+20 Earth
Summit, the largest United Nations conference ever. The gathering comes 20 years after the 1992 U.N. Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro, when leaders pledged to protect the planet by endorsing treaties on biodiversity and climate change.
Since then, few of the development goals have been reached in areas like food security, water, global warming and
energy. On Wednesday, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff welcomed world leaders under a cloud of criticism that
this new summit will fall far short of its promise to establish new goals.
PRESIDENT DILMA ROUSSEFF: [translated] We know that the cost of not acting will be greater
than taking the necessary actions, even though they may face resistance and may end up being politically
complicated.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: A new report by Friends of the Earth International warns that multinational corporations such
as oil giant Shell have an undue influence over the Rio+20 Earth Summit. Negotiators had already agreed on a draft
before the heads of state arrived Wednesday. Many groups working on environmental and poverty issues have
criticized the agreement for being too weak. This is Greenpeace political director Daniel Mittler.
DANIEL MITTLER: Any progress that you hear about in press conferences is about progress to water
down the text, to avoid commitment, and to—in reality, governments are clearly here to do nothing and
to commit to doing nothing.
AMY GOODMAN: Well, 20 years ago, a 12-year-old rocked the Earth Summit in Rio with a plea to world leaders to
get serious about saving the planet. Her name was Severn Suzuki, and she’ll join us later in the broadcast. She is back
in Rio. But first we turn to another young environmentalist, 17-year-old Brittany Trilford of Wellington, New Zealand.
On Wednesday, she addressed more than a hundred heads of state at the opening plenary of the Rio+20 U.N. Earth
Summit. Listen carefully; the audio has some technical imperfections.
BRITTANY TRILFORD: Thank you, Secretary-General and leaders, for the opportunity to address
this plenary. Tena koutou from New Zealand.
My name is Brittany Trilford. I’m 17 years old. I’m a child. Today, in this moment, I’m all children, your
children, the world’s three billion children. Think of me as half the world.
I stand here with fire in my heart. I’m confused and angry at the state of the world, and I want us to work
together now to change this. We are here today to solve the problems that we have caused as a collective,
to ensure that we have a future. You and your governments have promised to reduce poverty and sustain
our environment. You have already promised to combat climate change, to ensure clean water and food
security. Multinational corporations have already pledged to respect the environment, green their
production, compensate for their pollution. These promises have been made, and yet still our future is in
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danger. We are all aware that time is ticking, and we are quickly running out. You have 72 hours to
decide the fate of your children, my children, my children’s children. And I start the clock now. Tick,
tick, tick.
Let us think back 20 years ago, well before I was even an inkling in my parents’ eyes. Think back here to
Rio, where people met at the first Earth Summit in 1992. The people at the summit knew there needed to
be change. All our systems were failing, collapsing all around us. And these people came together to
acknowledge these challenges, to work for something better, to commit to something better. They made
great promises, promises that, when I read them, still leave me feeling hopeful. These promises are left
not broken, but empty. How can that be, when all around us there is knowledge that offers us solutions?
Nature, as a design tool, offers insight into systems that are whole, complete, that give life, create value,
allow progress, transformation and change.
We, the next generation, demand change, demand action, so that we can have a future. We trust you, in
the next 72 hours, to put our interests before all other interests and boldly do the right thing. I am here to
fight for my future. That’s why I’m here. And I would like to end today by asking you to consider why
you’re here and what you can do. Are you here to save face? Or are you here to save us? Thank you.
AMY GOODMAN: That was 17-year-old Brittany Trilford, a young environmentalist from Wellington, New
Zealand, addressing more than a hundred world leaders, business representatives, NGOs, during the opening plenary
of the Rio+20 U.N. summit, the largest U.N. summit ever. She’s joining us now from Rio de Janeiro, where the
Rio+20 summit is taking place.
Brittany, welcome to Democracy Now!
BRITTANY TRILFORD: Hi.
AMY GOODMAN: What was it like to be up there? You’re addressing the majority of the world’s leaders. What do
you expect to come from your speech and this summit?
BRITTANY TRILFORD: Well, it felt amazing. It was very nerve-racking, but very, very exciting. I hope that the
world leaders can listen to my speech, that they feel what I was trying to say, that they understand the atmosphere and
the ideas that I was trying to portray there, and that they’re driven to fulfill the promises that I asked of them: to act
now, to act urgently, and to act boldly.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: And, Brittany, can you tell us something of your—how you first became involved in
environmental activism, what prompted you, and how you ended up being chosen to make this presentation?
BRITTANY TRILFORD: Oh, sure. Well, I’ve always been really into youth affairs and giving youth a voice. And I
received an email from one of the networks that I’m part of about this Date with History competition. And it’s run by
TckTckTck, a collaboration of over 300 NGOs. And they asked me to give a two-minute speech to the world leaders
about the future that I want. And I completely jumped at it, because I have a lot to say about the future that I want. I
have a lot of demands. And so, I thought, "Well, this is perfect." This is the—this is the audience that needs to hear
this.
AMY GOODMAN: And how did you make your way from New Zealand to Rio? Were you a group of high school
students? Who paid your way?
BRITTANY TRILFORD: Well, it was just me that went with the Date with History competition, and I joined the
TckTckTck team over in Rio here. And I came along with my dad, as well, so he’s here in Rio with me.
AMY GOODMAN: And in terms of what you hope to see take place, the whole issue of climate change, how does
climate change affect New Zealand, where you come from, Wellington, New Zealand?
BRITTANY TRILFORD: OK, well, climate change affects everywhere in the world very dramatically, and it will
continue to progress and sink deeper and deeper, and more of our systems will fail and collapse. So I think that in
terms of how it affects Wellington, I think it affects Wellington just as much as other places all over the world. I mean,
every day when I’m in Wellington, I see the effects of climate change. I can—it’s snowing in Wellington. It hasn’t
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snowed in Wellington for the last 50 years. So that’s—it’s just little things like that that are going to build and build
into something really big and really irreversible, and something really awful.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: After your presentation, did any of the delegates come up to you, talk to you directly or
comment on your presentation and its impact, if any, on their work there?
BRITTANY TRILFORD: Yeah. I think—well, lots of the delegates and lots of people watching on TV and things
like that responded really well. I think what I said, because it was so simplistic, because it was a 17-year-old’s view of
the moral truths of what is happening here, they could really relate to what I was saying, and I think it resonated with
a lot of people. I think the delegates that did come up and comment to me, because it was so simple, they understood
what I was trying to say, and they felt the passion, not just of me, but of all the youth that I was trying to share there.
AMY GOODMAN: Finally, Brittany, you only got five minutes, but that was five minutes where you were
addressing the world. Is there anything you didn’t get to say in that address that you had to edit out for time, and
especially as you address young people around the world, many of whom may feel whatever they do does not make a
difference?
BRITTANY TRILFORD: OK, well, something I have said in the other speeches, but not—that I couldn’t
particularly portray in the U.N. plenary was that this power of youth, this absolute—it’s such a powerful force. And
sometimes I think they underestimate themselves. We have tools and technologies available to us, like social media,
like radio and TV, where we can share ideas, where we can communicate, where we can educate. And it’s such a
valuable, powerful tool. The voice of youth is so strong, so clear, so truthful. And I think that they can really not only
speak truth to power like I did at the U.N. plenary, but they can take power. And I think that’s really important to look
at, and I think that’s really something that the youth should take on board, should get involved with, should engage
with. And I think it’s really something I wanted to share at the U.N. plenary, for sure. And I think I’ll continue to share
that message through media like yourselves.
AMY GOODMAN: Well, Brittany Trilford, I want to thank you very much for being with us, from Wellington, New
Zealand, now in Rio de Janeiro at the largest U.N. summit ever. Brittany was the winner of the Date with History
competition, which is how she ended up giving this address to the world and the world’s leaders. The competition
asked young people to tell world leaders what they want for the future. I want to end up with a clip of those voices.
CLAIRE: You, me and seven billion human beings on this planet, we’re pushing the limits.
BRITTANY TRILFORD: Our future is in danger.
ANDREW: We should be acting urgently, as if there is no tomorrow.
ANNIE: The earth is the most treasured possession that we have. There is nothing more precious or
worth caring for.
FRANCISCO: We must do enwind the environment and the people, the same way the clownfish clings
to the anemone for a support and survival of the two.
CAROLINE: The evolving technology today has presented us with opportunities to turn situations
around to our benefit.
ALEXANDRA: I see a world where we can better understand human nature, and not see the
relationship as humans and nature or humans or nature, but just nature.
ANNIE: A world where we don’t take our resources or each other for granted.
ELLIE: A world with biodiversity that is respected and protected.
PRASHANTH: I envision a world where an environmentally conscious mindset has taken root.
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KHUSHALI: To see a future which sustains life.
KOLAWOLE OREOLUWA: Where green jobs and green products are available for human
consumption.
KATHRYN: I want a future where no one goes to bed hungry at night, where everyone has access to
education, and where there’s no first world or a third world, there’s just a world.
AMY GOODMAN: Young people talking about a Date with History. This is Democracy Now!, democracynow.org,
The War and Peace Report. We’re broadcasting to you with guests from Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, where the largest
U.N. summit is taking place. Back in a minute.
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Nigerian Activist Nnimmo Bassey - Rio+20 Summit Will Not
Get Us Out of Environmental Crisis

Thursday, June 21, 2012

AMY GOODMAN: Our broadcast is special, bringing you voices from the Rio summit.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: We continue our coverage of Rio+20, the largest United Nations conference ever. Some
15,000 soldiers and police are guarding about 130 heads of state and government as well as ministers and
diplomats from 180 countries, and at least 50,000 others. For more on the summit, we’re joined now by Nnimmo
Bassey in Rio. He’s executive director of Environmental Rights Action in Nigeria and chair of Friends of the
Earth International. He’s the author of To Cook a Continent.
Nnimmo Bassey, welcome to Democracy Now!
NNIMMO BASSEY: Thank you very much.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: Can you tell us first your preliminary assessment of the gathering and what the rest of the
world can expect from whatever the world leaders agree on there?
NNIMMO BASSEY: Well, the leaders came to Rio with, clearly, very low ambitions, and probably with the
desire to block agreements on any issue that would not be of particular benefit to them or their countries. So,
coming to Rio to talk about the future that we want and also looking at sustainability on the basis of green
economy was a bit problematic, to start with, because it’s difficult to discuss a concept over which there is so no
agreement. Many leaders don’t really have the same understanding of what green economy is. And so, they’ve
come out with a draft agreement which the presidents are looking at currently, a draft agreement that is shallow,
that is hollow, that doesn’t describe or deal with the root causes of the crisis, the multiple crises that the world is
confronted with right now.
And at the end of the day, it does appear that the success or the real outcome of this Rio+20 would be in what
has not been said, what has not been expressed, rather than what has been said. We expected that they would
come here to present their scorecard on what they’ve done with the agreements of 1992; but rather, what we’ve
seen in the negotiation has been a very strong desire to review what was decided already, even to agree to
mention the Rio Principles, such as common but differentiated responsibilities, such as precautionary principles,
such as peculiar requirements of youth and women and the rest. These were very difficult indeed. At the end, the
leaders struggled to include just a couple of these positions. And this already is presenting a lot of reasons for us
to worry that the United Nations system has been captured by corporations who are driving policy from the
background. This is really a very worrisome trend.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: Nnimmo Bassey, you talk about the scorecard, but the United Nations Environment
Program tracked about 90 goals that were developed originally out of Rio 20 years ago and then by other
international conferences, and it found that significant progress has been made on only four of them. That’s
reducing ozone depletion, removing lead from gasoline, improving access to water supplies, and boosting
research for marine pollution. Four out of 96. That is a—that would be a failure on any scorecard. Your
assessment of whether that’s going to improve at all as a result of this summit?
NNIMMO BASSEY: I agree with you completely that there’s been a total failure by governments and
policymakers over the decisions that were reached in 1992. And here, with attention being removed from those
pillars, even the four—the three pillars of sustainability—economic prosperity, environmental protection, social
equity and justice—have now been more or less supplanted by the emphasis on economy. And the green
economy is opening up space for the whole sale of nature. And very troubling is the whole concept of payment
for environmental services. You know, the whole thing is opening up for speculation, which is the very reason
why we have financial crisis, the food crisis, and why the climate crisis is not being tackled.
I’ll give you one example. I’ve read the background papers produced by the United Nations Environment
Program, and they talk—they have some case studies to show that a green economy can really work. And one of
the case studies is on placing value on pollinators. The background to all this is that if financial value is not
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placed on anything, then people don’t value such things. I mean, this is fundamentally flawed, to start with that
kind of premise. But they said, in the report, that pollinators provided service worth $190 billion. And we
challenge this. How do you begin to estimate how much the value of what butterflies and birds do? How can you
put monetary value to that? So, with this kind of platform, we find a lot of space for certain kinds of economists,
for scientists, for corporations, who would jump in to begin to commodify every aspect of nature, including the
air. Already the air has been grabbed. The water has been grabbed. The forests have been grabbed. The soils have
been grabbed. And what the world is facing now is a real crisis. And this conference is not providing the way out
of the crisis.
AMY GOODMAN: Nnimmo Bassey is speaking to us from Rio de Janeiro, from the largest U.N. global
warming summit, the largest U.N. summit of any kind ever. More than 130 world leaders are there. President
Obama is not there, though he was in Copenhagen. The U.S. is being represented by the secretary of state,
Hillary Clinton. Nnimmo, could you comment on that, that the U.S. president is not there? And then talk about
what you plan to say to Ban Ki-moon, the U.N. secretary-general, tomorrow when you meet him.
NNIMMO BASSEY: Well, it’s really shocking that President Obama is not in Rio, because this conference is
set to prepare the platform for the direction of development, sustainable development, that the world is going to
take over the next decades. Twenty years from 1992, we have backtracked rather than make advances. And so,
this was an opportunity for world leaders such as the president of the United States to come here and show
leadership in terms of taking things forward in a way that is acceptable.
But, you know, I’m also not so surprised, because the trend has been set right from Copenhagen in 2009, in
Cancún and in Durban, that these gatherings are not really about real solutions. They are about how to open up
business for corporations. And this is what I intend to tell the secretary-general of the United Nations tomorrow,
as we will be presenting a petition from over 400 civil society organizations, that the United Nations must begin
to pay more attention to what the people of the world are saying, what the people who are impacted by the
multiple crises are experiencing, rather than listening so much on what corporations are saying.
Yesterday, I was invited to be one of those who would sit on a roundtable meeting with the president, but it
conflicted with the time that people were on the streets of Rio protesting and marching. I thought the best place
to be is right on the street, because we have to stand with the people, because we must not glamorize seats. We
have to look for a real solution. And the real solution in Rio—and I will emphasize this tomorrow—is found in
the people’s summit, the people’s space, where people are not beating around the bush. People are going straight,
that we have to stop corporate capture, we have to stop false solutions in terms of selling off of forests and
cutting off communities from the resources that they need to live. We have to demand that there should be
funding for technology transfer. And also, the sustainable development goals that have been proposed have to be
unpacked. We need to know what these are and how they’re going to be funded and made to happen. The
Millennium Development Goals have not been attained. And by 2015, they will—the whole thing will expire.
And it’s mainly because finance is not being made available. And yet, rich nations are spending billions of
dollars, without thinking, on a warfare and destructive activities, whereas what we need now is to rescue the
planet.
AMY GOODMAN: Nnimmo Bassey, we want to thank you for being with us. Nnimmo Bassey is with—is
chair of Friends of the Earth International and also with Environmental Rights Action in Nigeria. This is
Democracy Now!, democracynow.org, The War and Peace Report. We’ll stay in Rio after break.
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At Rio+20, Severn Cullis-Suzuki Revisits Historic '92
Speech, Fights for Next Generation's Survival

2012, June 21

AMY GOODMAN: We continue with the largest U.N. summit ever. Juan?
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: We continue our coverage of Rio+20 Earth Summit by turning now to an amazing speech given
20 years ago at the 1992 U.N. Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. Twelve-year-old Severn Cullis-Suzuki became known
as "the girl who silenced the world for six minutes" after she addressed the delegates in Rio during the summit’s
plenary session.
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: Hello. I’m Severn Suzuki, speaking for ECO, the Environmental
Children’s Organization. We’re a group of 12- and 13-year-olds trying to make a difference—Vanessa
Suttie, Morgan Geisler, Michelle Quigg and me. We’ve raised all the money to come here ourselves, to
come 5,000 miles to tell you adults you must change your ways.
Coming up here today, I have no hidden agenda. I am fighting for my future. Losing my future is not like
losing an election or a few points on the stock market. I am here to speak for all generations to come. I
am here to speak on behalf of the starving children around the world whose cries go unheard. I am here
to speak for the countless animals dying across this planet because they have nowhere left to go.
I am afraid to go out in the sun now because of the holes in our ozone. I am afraid to breathe the air,
because I don’t know what chemicals are in it. I used to go in—I used to go fishing in Vancouver, my
home, with my dad, until just a few years ago we found the fish full of cancers. And now we hear of
animals and plants going extinct every day, vanishing forever. In my life, I have dreamt of seeing the
great herds of wild animals, jungles and rainforests full of birds and butterflies, but now I wonder if they
will even exist for my children to see. Did you have to worry of these things when you were my age?
All this is happening before our eyes, and yet we act as if we have all the time we want and all the
solutions. I’m only a child, and I don’t have all the solutions, but I want you to realize, neither do you.
You don’t know how to fix the holes in our ozone layer. You don’t know how to bring the salmon back
up a dead stream. You don’t know how to bring back an animal now extinct. And you can’t bring back
the forests that once grew where there is now a desert. If you don’t know how to fix it, please stop
breaking it!
Here, you may be delegates of your governments, business people, organizers, reporters or politicians.
But really, you’re mothers and fathers, sisters and brothers, aunts and uncles. And all of you are
someone’s child.
I’m only a child, yet I know we are all part of a family, five billion strong—in fact, 30 million species
strong. And borders and governments will never change that. I’m only a child, yet I know we are all in
this together and should act as one single world towards one single goal.
In my anger, I am not blind, and in my fear, I am not afraid of telling the world how I feel.
In my country, we make so much waste, we buy and throw away, buy and throw away, buy and throw
and away. And yet, northern countries will not share with the needy. Even when we have more than
enough, we are afraid to share, we are afraid to let go of some of our wealth. In Canada, we live the
privileged life, with plenty of food, water and shelter. We have watches, bicycles, computers and
television sets. The list could go on for two days.
Two days ago here in Brazil, we were shocked when we spent some time with some children living on
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the streets. This is what one child told us: "I wish I was rich. And if I were, I would give all the street
children food, clothes, medicines, shelter, and love and affection." If a child on the streets who has
nothing is willing to share, why are we who have everything still so greedy?
I can’t stop thinking that these are children my own age, that it makes a tremendous difference where
you are born, that I could be one of those children living in the favelas of Rio, I could be a child starving
in Somalia, or a victim of war in the Middle East or a beggar in India. I am only a child, yet I know if all
the money spent on war was spent on finding environmental answers, ending poverty, and finding
treaties, what a wonderful place this earth would be.
At school, even in kindergarten, you teach us how to behave in the world. You teach us to not fight with
others, to work things out, to respect others, to clean up our mess, not to hurt other creatures, to share,
not be greedy. Then why do you go out and do the things you tell us not to do?
Do not forget why you’re attending these conferences, who you’re doing this for: we are your own
children. You are deciding what kind of a world we are growing up in. Parents should be able to comfort
their children by saying, "Everything’s going to be all right," "It’s not the end of the world," and "We’re
doing the best we can." But I don’t think you can say that to us anymore. Are we even on your list of
priorities? My dad always says, "You are what you do, not what you say." Well, what you do makes me
cry at night. You grown-ups say you love us. But I challenge you, please, make your actions reflect your
words. Thank you.
AMY GOODMAN: Severn Cullis-Suzuki, then at the age of 12 delivering her famous address at the 1992 first U.N.
Earth Summit that took place in Rio de Janeiro. The video of her address has more than 21 million views on YouTube.
Well, now Severn is back in Rio, this time as a veteran international environmental campaigner and mother of two.
We welcome you to Democracy Now! That was 1992. Can you talk about what has happened in the intervening 20
years? Do you feel that there has been real progress now at this summit, Severn?
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: Good afternoon. It’s an honor to be on the show.
Twenty years have passed, and everybody wants to know what have we done, how have we progressed. Well, last
week, scientists released a report in the academic journal Nature that suggested that we are pushing for a tipping point
in the earth’s biosphere, that we are attacking our ecosystems that sustain us and all life on this earth, in so many
ways, on so many levels, that we are pushing for a state shift like what was seen 12,000 years ago with the end of the
last ice age. But this time it will be human-caused, and it will be orders of magnitude faster than the thousand-year
transition that happened last time. I mean, that report, released on the eve of this world summit, is clear that we have
not achieved the sustainable world we knew we needed 20 years ago.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: Well, Severn, yet the draft agreement that is being proposed at this summit, somebody did an
analysis of the verbs in that agreement and found that the word "encourage" appeared 50 times, and the word
"support" appeared 99 times, but "must" only three times and "we will" only five times. So, in the face of this looming
crisis, does it give you much hope at all that the world leaders are couching this agreement in such weak terms?
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: They called Rio+10 in Johannesburg "Rio-Minus-10" because already the world
leaders were starting to backtrack on an agreement from Rio 1992 that now looks like this amazing, visionary success.
And, I mean, I am ashamed to hear that the Canadian negotiating team was trying their best to omit the word
"commit." So I wonder how many times that actually made it through in the draft that we have today.
I think that this is indicative of what is happening in our world at large. There is so much shift right now. We have
economic meltdown around the world. We have social unrest. We have revolution just boiling up all over the planet.
And now we have our national leaders that are hunkering down more and more, defending their national interests, and
less and less looking for the good of humanity. I believe we have a crisis in governance. This is showing that the
world’s leaders are not able to come together and lead for the sake of humanity. What does it mean when the world’s
elected leaders do not represent the good of the people that they’re supposed to care for?
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AMY GOODMAN: Severn Cullis-Suzuki, especially for young people who are listening and watching right now all
over the world — we have a room full of interns that we are celebrating today, the summer interns who have begun at
Democracy Now! — talk about how it was you who ended up giving this speech 20 years ago at the age of 12. How
did you end up addressing world leaders?
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: Well, it was an incredibly grassroots initiatives. I had started a club, and this was
really a group of girls who really wanted to do something for the planet in the broadest terms. And how we started
was, well, we needed to educate ourselves. When I was nine, we started this club, called ourselves ECO, the
Environmental Children’s Organization. We built on very small projects like beach cleanups, basic support for other
environmental groups. And finally, we heard about the Earth Summit, after a few years of this, and decided we wanted
to go. It’s a very long story. We galvanized support from our community, our parents, our teachers, our friends,
fundraised the money, got here, and then, in a sea of 30,000 people here, we started getting our message out because
we were young. And this is the key.
Twenty years later, the world is still talking about a speech, a six-minute speech that a 12-year-old gave to world
leaders. Why? It is because the world is hungry to hear the truth, and it is nowhere articulated as well as from the
mouths of those with everything at stake, which is youth. Today’s youth will spend their entire—the rest of their entire
lives, their entire adult lives—my children will grow up in a time characterized by climate change, characterized by
social unrest and refugees and all kinds of problems that that brings, because of the ecological crisis that we now find
ourselves in. The economic crisis, that’s what everybody’s talking about, but really it is a subsystem within the
ecological crisis of this planet earth that is our home.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: I want to ask you about the Canada-to-Texas Keystone XL pipeline. Just two months after
President rejected the project after large protests by environmental groups, he announced his support for TransCanada
to build a southern leg of the pipeline from Oklahoma to Texas. In his remarks, President Obama said his
administration has authorized enough gas pipelines to encircle the earth.
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA: Under my administration, America is producing more oil today
than at any time in the last eight years. Over—that’s important to know. Over the last three years, I’ve
directed my administration to open up millions of acres for gas and oil exploration across 23 different
states. We’re opening up more than 75 percent of our potential oil resources offshore. We’ve quadrupled
the number of operating rigs to a record high. We’ve added enough new oil and gas pipeline to encircle
the earth, and then some.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: That was President Obama, who is not attending the summit, nor is David Cameron, the prime
minister of England, or Angela Merkel. Now TransCanada has reapplied for a permit—
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: Or Harper.
JUAN GONZÁLEZ: —to build a 1,200-mile segment from Alberta, Canada, to Steel City, Nebraska. Just this past
Friday, the United States State Department said it would conduct a new environmental impact statement on the
Keystone XL pipeline. Talk about the significance of this project and the role of activists in stopping it.
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: The British journalist George Monbiot said yesterday that it’s just—it’s quite
staggering to see the president, Democrat leader, Obama, backtracking on commitments that George Bush Sr. made in
1992. It really points to the shift politically that we’ve come to in 20 years. The realm of what is politically possible is
totally on the side of the right, and it’s on the side of exploiting the natural resources of the planet as fast as it possibly
can, and on a budget and on a scale that dwarfs its opposition.
You know, I’m here in Rio, and there’s so many people, so many young people, who are going through the tracks that
have been presented to them to have their voices heard. And they’ve been lobbying, and they’ve been following all the
negotiations, and they’ve been staying up ’til 2:00 a.m., and they put their heart and soul into the document and the
declaration, because they have good faith that this process works and it matters. And we are seeing, from the lack of
interest in this global summit from our world leaders, and in the inability to decide—to decide on anything, on saying
anything, that this system is broken, it does not work. And I think the Keystone XL, as well as the Enbridge Northern
Gateway pipeline, which is proposed from Alberta to the coast—I think we can see, by all of the opposition to this,
that our governments just want to ram it through at all cost, even at the cost of democracy. And that is what I am
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interested in talking about, is this crisis in democracy that we have in promoting what the people actually want and
what actually will carry us forward into the future with dignity.
AMY GOODMAN: What about the fact that your prime minister, that Harper, is not there, that the U.S. president,
which—President Obama is not there? And I think it’s particularly significant, since he weighs every day what he’s
going to do in this election year, what kind of message he wants to send. Instead, he sent Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton. Yet, more than 130 world leaders are there.
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: This message is loud and clear. This is a message from Prime Minister Harper,
President Obama. The message to the rest of the world is: We don’t care about you; we do not care that your countries
may be inundated, and huge social strife may be imminent—and is imminent. I was on a panel the other day with a
minister from New Caledonia, a small island nation. I mean, for him, climate change is an issue of survival of his
people, in—I mean, in direct terms. And what my country, what the American nation is saying is, "We do not care."
AMY GOODMAN: It’s very interesting, the Pentagon has reports on seeing climate change as one of the most
serious threats to national security, because of vast migrations of people when their areas are desertified or flooded
and they must move to other places. As we wrap up, Severn, can you talk about the effects of climate change? In the
United States, it is not a common discussion in any way.
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: It is just—it is staggering how we’re not making the connection between climate
change and what is already happening in the ground, not only in the Horn of Africa, not only in the Arctic north, but in
the country of America. I mean, I remember in March seeing on the news reports about the hurricanes, the crazy
storms that were hitting a huge portion of the continental U.S., and, you know, not to make the connection with what
the world’s leading experts are saying is exactly what happened in a situation where climate change was unfolding.
You know, actually, we have to really ask, who’s driving the ship here? I mean, really, when we—when the world’s
leaders do not listen to science, when they do not listen to the experts who study this, the ones that, you know, really
can tell us what’s going on, using facts and data and information, and when we actually have campaigns like in the
Canadian current government—
AMY GOODMAN: Five seconds.
SEVERN CULLIS-SUZUKI: —that are actually trying to shut down science, you know, this really points to a huge
question of governance and where are we going.
AMY GOODMAN: Severn Cullis-Suzuki, we thank you for being with us, and for being there 20 years ago in Rio de
Janeiro. It’s the largest U.N. summit ever.
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2012, June 22 Moody's

tilts playing field towards safe haven banks

http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/06/22/us-financial-moodys-downgradesidUSBRE85K1QL201206222
By Matt Scuffham and Sarah White
LONDON | Fri Jun 22, 2012 8:29am EDT
(Reuters) - Downgrades by ratings agency Moody's will make funding more expensive for banks that rely the most on
capital markets, while reinforcing the competitive advantage of "safe haven" banks that can fund themselves from
stable customer deposits.
Stock markets took Moody's announcement that it had downgraded 15 of the world's biggest banks in their stride, as
the rating agency's lowering by up to three notches had been widely anticipated.
European bank shares rose just under 1 percent. But longer-term, the downgrades could have a lasting impact.
But over the medium term, the downgrades will reinforce a trend that has seen weaker banks punished for their risk
taking, while stronger banks are rewarded for conservative funding models, ensuring lower costs and higher margins.
Not only will funding costs rise for the worst-rated banks, but trading partners are bound to ask for more collateral and steer business to those perceived to be financially stronger.
"The new ratings landscape could provide a competitive edge for higher-rated firms," said analysts at Citigroup.
Moody's gave the highest ratings to HSBC, Royal Bank of Canada and JP Morgan, which it said had stronger buffers
than peers.
All three are regarded as safe haven banks, funded by deposits from millions of retail customers and relying less than
riskier banks on capital markets for short term financing.
Moody's gave the lowest credit ratings to banks that have been affected by problems with their risk management or
whose capital buffers are not as strong as rivals.
Those include banks like Morgan Stanley with few retail deposits, as well as banks like Bank of America, Citigroup
and Royal Bank of Scotland, which despite having big deposit bases have gotten into trouble by combining their retail
business with riskier investment banking.
Moody's placed Barclays, BNP Paribas, Credit Agricole, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Societe
Generale and UBS in a middle group of banks, which it said include firms that rely on unpredictable capital markets
revenues to meet shareholder expectations.
For banks which rely heavily on markets for funding, the lower ratings make difficult conditions even worse, at a time
when they are suffering because of the euro zone crisis and a global slowdown in growth.
"Markets tend to discriminate more between issuers at lower ratings - in terms of funding costs - particularly during
times of stress," said Citigroup analysts.
The downgrades reflected a view on capital markets that was "something more structural and fundamental rather than
what is just cyclical noise", Johannes Wassenberg, Moody's managing director of European banks, told Reuters.
"We tried to assess risk from capital markets... and the shock absorbers banks have," Wassenberg said.
Regulators have told investment banks to keep far higher capital buffers, making their business less profitable, while
also taking a knife to some of their most lucrative businesses, such as trading for their own account.
The sector has been left with significant overcapacity, reports from consultancy firms have said, meaning the battle for
the favors of clients can only intensify.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
The ratings agency looked at the banks where exposures to capital markets were the most pronounced, picking firms
by the share of revenue generated by fees from debt and equity advisory, trading revenues and trading inventories.
Analysts say banks that will be most affected by funding costs rising as a result of the downgrades are those that were
most likely to have to put more collateral on the table.
"Most directly, there are contractual provisions in agreements that would require a firm to post additional collateral, or
to replace itself as the counterparty to transactions," said analysts at Execution Noble.
Moody's said some of the lowest rated banks had undertaken considerable changes to their risk management models
and were implementing business strategy changes intended to increase earnings from more stable activities such as
retail banking. However, it said these transformations are ongoing and their success has yet to be tested.
Moody's said it had taken into account management action at firms like UBS, where it listed the bank's reduced
ambition in investment banking as a positive factor.
The downgrades had been widely anticipated having been flagged by Moody's in February and the initial market
reaction across Europe was muted.
Daiwa Capital Markets analyst Michael Symonds said the cuts could have been worse and the conclusion of the
review removed an uncertainty from the market. However, he warned there could be more downgrades to come.
"The next round of downgrades may be just around the corner given the myriad challenges still weighing on the
sector, including the far-from-resolved euro area crisis and imminent legislation on bail ins and resolution regimes,"
he said.
(Editing by Peter Graff)
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2012, June 21

15 Major Investment Banks See Ratings Cut by Moody's

Published: Thursday, 21 Jun 2012 | 5:54 PM ET
By: Mary Thompson, Margaret Popper
Moody’s Investors Service downgraded the debt ratings of 15 major international banks and securities
firms on Thursday, a move that could cost the banks billions of dollars in extra collateral.
U.S banks that were downgraded included:
Bank of America [BAC 7.84
0.02 (+0.26%)
], whose long-term
debt rating was cut one notch, to BAA2 from BAA1,
Citigroup [C 28.16
BAA2 from A3,
Goldman Sachs [GS
A3 from A1,
JPMorgan [JPM

0.33 (+1.19%)

94.14

36.3578

],

which was cut two notches, to

0.24 (+0.26%)

],

cut by two notches, to

0.8478 (+2.39%)

],

cut by two notches, to

AA3 from A2
and Morgan Stanley [MS

14.1585

0.1985 (+1.42%)

],

also cut by two notches, to BAA1 from A2.

(Click here for after-hours quotes of these five banks)
All the ratings cuts for the US banks were expected, except for Morgan Stanley, whom some thought
would be cut three notches instead of two.
The ratings agency said that the banks were downgraded because their long-term prospects for
profitability and growth are shrinking.
The ratings agency said it was especially concerned about banks with significant capital market
activities during a time of increased volatility in markets.
A downgrade usually means that it becomes more costly for banks to raise money by selling debt.
Investors demand higher interest for riskier debt, which is what the downgrades represent.
Royal Bank of Canada and nine European banks, including Barclays Bank [BARC-GB 201.85
-0.45
(-0.22%)
], Deutsche Bank [DB 36.1011
0.5911 (+1.66%)
], BNP Paribas and Credit Suisse [CS
18.82
0.25 (+1.35%)
] also had their ratings cut.
Moody’s announced earlier this year that it would review the ratings of 17 global investment banks and
has already downgraded Macquarie and Nomura.
The current credit actions are part of a comprehensive review of the overall global banking system by
Moody’s.
In the middle of last month, Moody’s downgraded Italian, Spanish, German and Austrian bank credit
ratings. The U.S. banks with global capital markets capabilities have had an open dialogue with the
ratings company, in an effort to soften the severity of the downgrades.
This afternoon’s announcement affected the long-term debt ratings of the bank-holding companies of
five of the biggest U.S. banks; only Wells Fargo [WFC 32.72
0.38 (+1.18%)
] was not on the list.
Moody’s also looked at the short-term debt of the five bank-holding companies and the main bank
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operating subsidiaries of all except JPMorgan.
In an interview with CNBC in April, Morgan Stanley Chairman and CEO, James Gorman said the
downgrade could affect about 8 percent of the firm’s derivatives contracts.
Downgrades of its senior debt could cost Morgan Stanley between $868 million and $7.2 billion in
additional collateral and termination payments on derivatives contracts, according to SEC
filings.
Written by CNBC.com with CNBC's Mary Thompson and Margaret Popper. AP also contributed to this
report.
http://www.cnbc.com/id/47908669
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2012, June 20

THE ARREST OF THE CABAL

BY GLR MICHAEL (MICAH) THE PLEADIAN, Guardian of the Divine Plan
Commissioned by PRIME CREATOR
Dear ones, in regards to the arrest of the cabal and your sovereignty it seems you have a dilemma
and we have noticed the following statement keeps popping up for you: "...what remains is to issue the
legal warrants for their (THE CABAL) detainment."
We, The Bringers of the Dawn and the Family of Light give you a universal decree to finish the battle
for freedom you have been fighting for so long. We so love you and we are watching over you! We are
here now very close, so many of us watching what you will do! The whole universe is talking today
about EARTH! You your very, very important! What you are about to do has never been done! We
want you to handle the URGENT situation on EARTH NOW before we have too! We are here on an
urgent mission because the planet is going to heave and buckle if you do not ACT NOW!
THE earth will ascend regardless, however you can make her labor and your transition easy if you
apply the balm of healing to her! Do what feels right in your hearts! We abide under the great law
that says do no harm! We ask you to do the same! Love all beings even the ones who are playing the
dark roles. Use wisdom and compassion for all life! LOVE does win in the end and there is nothing to
fear!
Here is a gift written for you to use if you will! We give it to you on this wonderful Earth day June
20, 2012:
We the people of EARTH move now for (this) cause in unanimous agreement and issue the following
ORDER AND DECREE:
The Sentient People of EARTH vs. All Living Beings Comprising THE CRIMINAL CABAL
June 20, 2012 ORDER AND DECREE
By Sentient Decree and under the divine order of law, We the living people, beneficiaries of EARTH
hereby ORDER the immediate arrest of all those who have caused destruction on and to this planet
EARTH and to billions of its beings. We have assembled as the republic of EARTH and come now for
the purpose of issuing final and correct justice by this DIVINE ORDER.
As common GRANTORS of the EARTH TRUST, we hereby ORDER that immediate arrest warrants be
issued for All Living Beings Comprising THE CRIMINAL CABAL and that these warrants be served
and executed AT ONCE by the responsible fiduciary-trustees and co-trustees to bring an end to the
controlling commercial tyranny perpetrated wrongfully and by deceit under the threat of deadly
force against the sentient beings of EARTH!
We the people ARE THE INHERITORS OF EARTH and today June 20, 2012 we stand together and
present this universal claim of right to the EARTH and our lives and future forevermore!
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Take heed that the harmful corporate 3D Matrix stops today!
On this glorious day it has been decided that the destruction of EARTH and its people is the highest
priority in this galaxy and in the universe and today the harm stops! We have all come here to this
planet together and by loving intention to ensure this!
NOTICE: Any attempt to stop this lawful action will be dealt with accordingly and swiftly on all levels
by beings of supreme technology and power and measured out under the order of divine justice!
If you surrender wholly and completely and change your hearts today, June 20, 2012, the people of
EARTH and it's loving and powerful watchers will have mercy on you and allow you to be a part of
NEW EARTH!
If you do not stop today, by tomorrow you will be extracted from this plane, returned to PRIME
CREATOR, your being will be dismantled, distinguished from existence, and then reassembled into
light!
We are the Sovereign Sentient beings of planet EARTH with all natural rights intact ,and this
VIBRATIONAL ORDER goes out to beings of light on Earth and to all galaxies surrounding it!
Furthermore it is decreed that on June 21, 2012, the darkness both physical and non-physical that
has controlled this planet and its people meets its final demise! Now true justice is executed!
Glory, Glory to all those who live upon the EARTH! Peace and goodwill to all! Hallelujah for the
Kingdoms of this world have come to an END!
The end of the age is at hand even as summer is nigh! In the great year of 2012 and in the winter,
time shall be no more!
We now act in UNITY and by decree and begin preparing the way clearing out all negative entities
from this realm.
We the people of EARTH have learned that we ourselves are Gods we shall see the kingdom of
Heaven!
Decreed before the great witnesses, bound and sealed in all realms for surety, The PEOPLE OF
EARTH have spoken and written FOR TIME ETERNAL!
SO IT IS WRITTEN; SO SHALL IT BE DONE!
CHANNELED BY MICHAEL (MICAH) THE PLEADIAN, Guardian of the Divine Plan 6-20-2012
Commissioned by PRIME CREATOR
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2012, May 31

Free June Celestial Timings

Posted By Cayelin On 05/31/2012 @ 2:42 pm In Free Celestial Timings | No Comments
Don’t hide. The sight of your face is a blessing.
Wherever you place your foot, there rests a blessing
Even your shadow
Passing over me like a swift bird
Is a blessing
The great spring has come
Your sweet air, blowing through the city,
The country, the gardens
And the deserts is a blessing
He has come with love to our door
His knock is a blessing.
We go from house to house asking of Him
Any answer is a blessing
Caught in this body, we look for a sight of the soul
Remember what the Prophet said:
One sight is a blessing
The leaf of every tree brings a message from the unseen world
Look, every falling leaf is a blessing.
All of nature swings in unison
Singing without tongues
Listening without ears
What a blessing
O soul, the four elements are your face.
Water, wind, fire and earth
Each one is a blessing.
And once the seed of faith takes root it cannot be blown away
Even by the strongest wind
That’s a blessing.
I bow to you, for the dust of your feet
Is the crown on my head
And as I walk towards you
Every step I take is a blessing.
His form appeared before me, just now as I was singing this poem
I swear
What a blessing! What a blessing!
Every vision born of earth is fleeting
Every vision born of heaven is a blessing
For people, the sight of spring warms their hearts
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For fish, the rhythm of the ocean is a blessing
The brilliant Sun that shines in every heart
For the heaven’s earth and all creatures
What a blessing!
The heart can’t wait to speak of this ecstasy
The soul is kissing the earth, saying
Oh God, what a blessing!
Fill me with the wine of your silence,
Let it soak my every pore
For the inner splendor it reveals
Is a blessing
Is a blessing.
~Jalal-uh-Din Rumi
from The Way of Passion: A Celebration of Rumi
by Andrew Harvey

So what is a blessing exactly?
The dictionary defines blessing in the several ways. A blessing is:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the act of invoking divine protection or aid
the words used in prayer or ceremony to invite or invoke the state of being blessed or blessing others
a short prayer of thanksgiving before or after a meal; also known as saying grace
a short prayer prescribed for a specific occasion or dedication of something like a wedding, or building,
or project
5. approval; good wishes: as in parents giving their blessing to a field of study or vocation or a marriage
6. the bestowal of a divine gift or favor
7. a happy event or state of affairs such as being blessed by the birth of child or some other good fortune
Blessings come in all kinds of ways, some we recognize right away and some take longer to notice or fully
understand. Traumatic events are often described as a blessing in disguise. It may take years to see what the gift
or blessing is. Even the most challenging events can be the biggest blessings when we are willing to shift and
expand our point of view.

Giving and Receiving Blessings
Probably one of the greatest things about blessings is we can choose to give and receive blessings on a daily
basis. One of the best ways to practice receiving blessings is to give them, because when we intentionally send a
blessing we align ourselves to channel the blessing energy from divine source making it easier to also receive
them. The more we connect with this inner divine source the more our lives our blessed.
Their is no real right or wrong way to send blessings to ourselves or to others. The main ingredient needed is a
pure heart-felt intention and a willingness to channel the energy of blessings directly from the pure source of the
divine within each and everyone of us. Focusing your intent on sending blessings is a way to further activate
your connection to the divine or to your Higher Self. This raises your vibration and in turn attracts high vibration
blessings into your own life. In some ways this is similar to the energy of being grateful and appreciative.
Gratitude, Appreciation, and Blessings are all HIGH vibration experiences and are great attractors for more
things to be grateful for and to appreciate – further expanding the blessings and sense of being blessed. (See June
1, 2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 17)
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Sending a Blessing to Yourself
So one way to give a blessing to yourself is to take a moment to imagine your are connected to your Higher Self
or the Pure Divine Loving Source within you. Then see this divine source energy filled with loving blessings
flowing to you, or showering you, with a steady stream of light. See the blessings of pure love and light entering
your your body and filling every cell until you are so filled with this blessed energy it begins flowing from you
into the world. Imagine this loving light is blessing you and empowering you with everything you need to fulfill
your life purpose with great joy and delight.
This is a great practice to do as you are falling asleep at night. It also works anytime you think about it and will
act to raise the vibration of those you are blessing as well as raising your personal vibration.
So in honor of the gifts that blessings bestow, I send you all my heart-felt blessings for a magical month filled
with beauty, truth, fun, and great success in all you do! This is the blessing I send daily to all my Celestial
Timings Subscribers as I am so grateful you are sharing this important time and journey with me.
Note: Free Timings Subscribers be sure to check your email with the access into to the complimentary Venus
Audios and the 5 Audios on more of the June 2012 events.

2 In-depth Interviews to Help you Navigate the Month of June 2012
Plus anyone can listen to the in-depth interview I did with Rain Hastings of the Indigenous
Cosmopolitan on May 20 all about the coming weeks HERE
And another in-depth Radio Interview I did with Myra Jackson on May 30th on Blog Talk Radio the
Gaia Field Radio program HERE http://www.blogtalkradio.com/gaiafield-radio/2012/05/30/cayelincastell-navigating-cosmically-inspired-times. FYI…the Gaia Field Show has 4 minutes of music before
the show really gets going.
Both shows are loaded with great insights and information about the upcoming events including the
Lunar Eclipse and Venus Transit, Jupiter’s move into Gemini conjunct the Pleiades and the Summer
Solstice New Moon and the Uranus Pluto square.

Free Sample of June 2012 Celestial Timings (times are PDT unless otherwise noted)
Venus and Mercury Near the Sun June 1
June 01, Friday. Mercury is .26 degrees SSW of Venus (18 Gemini 20) at 12:31 pm.
This is the closest planet to planet approach of the year though not visible due to its close proximity to the Sun.
Mercury is technically rising into the evening sky on June 4 but may not be visible until later in the month. This
occultation is occurring because Venus is returning to the boundaries of the Sun in the next three days and
Mercury just moved out of bounds on May 28. This means Mercury and Venus are doing dance exchanging
places in the wild out of bounds arena. In essence Venus is doing a hand off to Mercury who remains out of
bounds most of this month. (See June
With retrograde Venus and Mercury so close together in Gemini and the Venus transit occurring in Gemini on
June 5 and the South Node is in Gemini with Jupiter moving into Gemini on June 11 the Gemini Mysteries are
on the front lines in a bigger way than usual during the Gemini seasonal time of year.

The season of Gemini always takes place 30 days before the June Solstice.
With the Venus transit in Gemini this Gemini season features the Heyokah Coyote Feminine Wisdom designed
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to shift our point of view beyond the confines of duality and polarity. (See May 2012 Introduction about
expanding our Point of View)
Many Native American teachings link Heyokah with Coyote Medicine. Both use humor to heal and to help
facilitate the ability to go beyond duality by going through it and getting the cosmic joke. Coyote is often
referred to paradoxically as the “wise fool”. Thus the transit of Venus as the Shaman Sorceress through the
Gemini domain is an opportunity to remember not to take anything to seriously and to have fun with this
initiatory process, through engaging the blessings of healing humor that allows us space to be playful and
creative, ideally leading to an experience of total freedom beyond the confines of duality.
In the spirit of Blessings here is a short blessing prayer that can preface any prayer or affirmation you like. You
can also you use other descriptors for Holy Divine Mother Father Within and Without. For example, you could
use Great Spirit Within and Without or Holy Divine Source Within and Without…whatever works for you! This
blessing preface can be used for any of the blessing prayers I share through out the June Timings.

I Bless This Day And Give Thanks For My Life
Holy Divine Mother Father (Great Spirit) Within and Without,
I Am Your Child, Your Loving Child
I Give You My Love And
I Thank You For Your Constant Love And Blessings
June 02, Saturday. Saturn (23 Libra 14) is getting ready to station direct on June 25 at 22 Libra
46 moving only 28 minutes between now and then. As Saturn is slowing down to station direct this is the perfect
time to consciously assess where you are in the process of evolving the relationship you have with yourself, with
others and with life. Saturn’s job is to help us create a new way of experiencing life in the middle world reality.
(see June 25)
In October Saturn will shift into Scorpio bringing a new archetypal evolutionary edge to our Saturn experience.
This means we are entering the last four months of the two plus year Saturn journey in the realm of conscious
equal partnership. Plus Saturn is in direct line with Spica the star of the divine feminine. (See Audio)
One of the ways to create a new reality, a new experience with Saturn and a new relationship to life is to practice
sending daily intentional blessings to everyone we are in relationship with, especially the most challenging
relationships. There are many ways to do this and so what follows is one suggestion. This is designed in a way so
you can amend it to work for you or create your own way of sending daily blessings as a way to actively evolve
your relationship experience.
Taking a moment to do a blessing upon waking or going to bed or anytime of day will transform your vibration
and ultimately your reality. One way to do this is to take a moment or two to imagine everyone you would like
to bless with love and light and whatever other inspiring magical energy you want to send their way. You could
imagine this blessing energy taking the form of a golden orb or several golden orbs that originate in the heart of
the divine and then emerge from your own heart center. Once you have an image of golden orbs you can imagine
them traveling to those you want to bless.
Imagining these golden orbs are showering those you are blessing with love and light and whatever other
blessings you are sending is quick and easy yet powerful and infuses the world with this beautiful transformative
energy. It is important to remember you are simply sending blessings without being attached to whether the
person receives the blessings or not, knowing that each blessing we send is divinely guided.
And don’t forget to include yourself in these blessings. The more we energize blessings, the more blessings we
will receive. So go ahead and bless yourself, bless your loved ones, bless those who challenge you, bless those
who are teaching you, bless your life, bless the Earth, and bless whatever else you feel inspired to bless. Then
open to receive the blessings of life that are showering down upon you everyday!
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Hear blessings dropping their blossoms around you. ~ Rumi
June 03, Sunday. The waxing Moon (1 Sag 06) is at perigee (closest to the Earth) at 6:18 am, 5.0
degrees N of Antares (9 Sag 48) at 8:00 pm.
This opens the partial eclipse Full Moon window with the exact Full Moon Eclipse early tomorrow morning. The
eclipse is lining up with the Great Attractor and will be within 6 degrees of the Behenian Star Anatares the key to
the Golden Gate of Ascension. (See the Celestial Timings Archives available to Paid Subscribers when logged
into the site)
Additionally the South Node has been hanging out at 5 degrees Gemini and is lining up with the Venus Node.
This is why we will have a rare Venus transit on June 5 because the Sun, South Node, Venus and Venus Node are
all coming together. Again remember the Venus transit will not happen again for 105 years.
Plus, all of this is happening within 4 degrees of Aldebaran the star exactly opposite Antares. Aldebaran is
located at the Galactic Edge as is the key to the silver gate or entrance into this realm. As mentioned on June 1
with the South Node, Venus, the Sun and Mercury all in Gemini (plus Jupiter enters Gemini for the first time in
nearly 12 years on June 11) inside the Sacred Hoop the Gemini Mysteries are clearly on the leading edge of
these days.
Gemini is the realm of the Shaman Trickster Coyote who stretches us beyond rational, linear, and logical ways of
thinking and expressing beyond the confines of duality. This story of Coyote In Eden as retold by KieYoeT is not
about a logical and rational experience, but rather, conjures up images and questions about the nature of duality,
suggesting its purpose is to take us beyond the boring domain of perfection. Indeed, it is a reminder that
“perfection itself isn’t good enough” and “perfection is insufficient to our liberation.”

God created all things in an idealistic way. God created Earth. God’s brother, Coyote,
walked up next to him on Earth. ‘Looks good, God.’
God created all of the plants, and animals. ‘Looks good, God.’
After a week, God got tired and decided to create another world. God was bored, so he left.
Coyote stayed. Coyote noticed that Earth was boring. The land had no beautiful mountains
or hills. It was flat. There were no waves. The sea was still. Every tree and plant grew in
military rows. They gave only oranges and carrots. All of the animals were dumb, and there
were none such as he and his brother, God. There was nothing to challenge these dumb
animals because everything was perfect. They stayed the same.
Coyote got an idea. I will fix it.
Coyote stomped on the ground and made the mountains and hills. Coyote splashed in the
water and created falls, waves, and rain. Coyote threw the seeds of all the plants into the
sky so that they would mix together. And Coyote made the animals fight and die. He created
humans. These humans became smart and soon discovered Coyote. They blamed him for
earthquakes, floods, brush fires, and tornados. They said he was bad.
God came back to see Earth again. ‘What have you done Coyote?’
Coyote smiled.
http://lparkinson.home.mindspring.com/coyotes/kiemyths.html
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Eclipsed Moon Near Antares and aligned with the Great Attractor
June 04, Monday. The Partial Lunar Eclipse (14 Sag 09) center point is at 3:04 am and the
exact Full Moon (14 Sag 14) is at 3:12 am.
One of the most remarkable aspects of this eclipse is its connection to the area of the sky where the Great
Attractor is located. Astronomers know The Great Attractor is the most massively huge object known in our
region of space but what it is exactly remains a mystery. This invisible “thing” is attracting millions of galaxies
toward it at the rate of 24 million miles per day or a million miles per hour. That rate of speed is
incomprehensible to our minds and our experience.
This attractor factor is also pulling in our own Milky Way Galaxy, along with all the galaxies around us. Though
even at this high rate of speed, it will be a loooong time before we have to worry about what this really means to
Earth.
However, for those who have planets or angles between 10 to 18 degrees of Sagittarius, your life is greatly
influenced by this celestial phenomenon, especially around the time of this Lunar Eclipse. Astrologers speculate
that those who have 14 degrees Sagittarius (or more accurately 10 to 18 degrees of Sagittarius) prominent on
their natal charts, they are the ones who are intended to have a huge impact on the masses and often do have a
greater impact than what they may actually realize.
Philip Sedgwick suggests that those who have a connection to the Great Attractor hold the key to universal
knowing whether they know it or not, as the Great Attractor is a doorway in to unseen dimensions. This is due to
the massive gravitational force that seemingly bends the space-time continuum to give us a peek at the back of
the Universe. See Philip Sedgwick’s article http://www.philipsedgwick.com.
From the astronomical point of view, the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies are the dominant structures in a
galaxy cluster called the Local Group. This Local Group is an outlying member of the Virgo supercluster. The
Andromeda Galaxy is about 2.2 million light years from our own Milky Way Galaxy and is speeding toward our
galaxy at 200,000 miles per hour. This motion can only be accounted for by gravitational attraction, even though
the mass our scientists can currently observe is not nearly great enough to exert that kind of pull. The only thing
that could explain the rapid movement of Andromeda is the gravitational pull of a super large unseen mass or
Great Attractor. Astronomers speculate that this Mass maybe be the equivalent of ten Milky Way size galaxies
lying somewhere between where our galaxy is and the Andromeda Galaxy.
http://www.dailygalaxy.com/my_weblog/2009/03/mystery-of-the.html
http://archive.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Cyberia/Cosmos/GtAttractor.html#Virgo
The energy and understanding around the Great Attractor calls to mind what it is that we are attracting into our
lives based on our thoughts, feelings and actions we are engaging and how we are helping to co-create the New
Earth and even more importantly our lives? This is the time to be consciously intending our true heart’s desire
and then be willing to focus our thoughts, images, feelings and actions on our intended reality, as all of these
factors influence how we are vibrating and what we attracting into our lives as a result.

Neptune (3 Pisces 09) stations retrograde at 1:05 pm drawing our awareness into a deeper
investigation of the dreamtime and all the possibilities we can manifest when we are consciously dreaming our
reality. Sometimes the challenge is in knowing what to dream into manifestation. It is helpful to remember that
many indigenous tribes are well aware that the world reflects what we are dreaming, or said another way, what
we are holding in our consciousness. The external world is simply a reflection of what we are thinking about or
dreaming up as our co-created reality.
If you have planets, angles or nodes between Zero and three and half degrees of Pisces, Virgo, Sagittarius, or
Gemini you are in a personal Neptune cycle. This is the time when life often feels the most confusing and this is
exactly the intent of Neptune.
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This is because when we are confused we are more willing to engage the unknown and to surrender what it is we
think we know and be open to receiving something brand new. During a Neptune cycle it is difficult to
successfully navigate your life through logic and reason as those two factors do not apply during this time.
Rather this is a time for dreaming and visioning and taking time to listen and recognize the guidance that is
coming from a deep inner knowing that exists outside of the realm of logic.

Listening to your inner guidance helps you to know when to simply be with the unknown and when to
intuitively act. It might be helpful to give thanks to the blessings of Neptune and the gifts of confusion.
Here is one that I created to inspire your own version of a Neptune Blessing.
Thank you for all the Blessings of my life.
Thank you for Neptune’s Blessings including not knowing.
Thank you for the Blessing of Confusion
and the unique insights and growth that are possible when confusion is present.
Thank you for the Blessings of journeying into the unknown – beyond the realm of logic and into the
realm of magic.
Thank You for the Blessings of Faith that are guiding me to fulfill my soul’s purpose.
Thank you for the Blessings of Grace Neptune Bestow easily when we surrender and trust the process.
June 2012 Celestial Timings Template PDT
June 01, Friday. Mercury .26 degrees SSW of Venus (18 Gemini 20) at 12:31 pm. Closest planet to planet
approach of the year.
June 02, Saturday. Saturn (23 Libra 14) is getting ready to station direct on June 25 at 22 Libra 46 moving only
28 minutes between now and June 25.
June 03, Sunday. Waxing Moon (1 Sag 06) at perigee at 6:18 am, 5.0 degrees N of Antares (9 Sag 48) at 8:00
pm.
June 04, Monday. Partial Lunar Eclipse (14 Sag 09) at 3:04 am. Full Moon (14 Sag 14) at 3:12 am. Neptune (3
Pisces 09) stations retrograde at 1:05 pm. Venus (16 Gemini 24) square Mars (16 Virgo 24) at 4:27 pm.
June 05, Tuesday. Venus (15 Gemini 47) at perigee at 3:38 pm. Venus at inferior conjunction with the Sun (15
Gemini 45) .16 degrees N. of the Sun’s center at 5:09 pm. Moon 1.2 degrees SSW of Pluto (8 Capricorn
50) at 6:54 pm.
June 06, Wednesday. Venus at descending node through the ecliptic plane at 10:00 am.
June 07, Thursday. Mercury crosses 0 Cancer and the center of the Sacred Hoop at 4:16 am. Sun (17 Gemini 43)
square Mars (17 Virgo 43) at 6:30 pm.
June 08, Friday. Mercury at greatest latitude N of the ecliptic plane at 3:00 am (approx.), and greatest declination
N at in the year at 6:00 (approx.) pm.
June 09, Saturday. Waning Moon 5.9 degrees NNW of Neptune (3 Pisces 09)at 5:09 pm.
June 10, Sunday. Jupiter (29 Taurus 54) is with the Pleiades moving into the seasonal sign of Gemini tomorrow
at 9:22 am.
June 11, Monday. Last quarter Moon in Pisces (20 Pisces 54) at 2:41 am. Jupiter moves into Gemini at 9:22 am.
Mercury (8 Cancer 08) square Uranus (8 Aries 08) at 9:41 am. Mercury (8 Cancer 42) opposite Pluto at
5:04 (8 Capricorn 42) pm. Chiron (09 Pisces 45) stations retrograde at 9:14 pm.
June 12, Tuesday. Waning crescent Moon 5.1 degrees NNW of Uranus (8 Aries 10) at 12:28 pm. Jupiter passes
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4.8 degrees SSE of the Pleiades (29 Taurus) at 4:00 am. Venus moves outside of 10 degrees from the
Sun, visible in the East, beginning a new Venus in Gemini synodic cycle. Moon passes 1.2 degrees NNE
of Pallas at 11:00 am (approx.), visible in most of Japan, eastern Russia, Arctic, N. Canada.
June 13, Wednesday. Mars is returning to the tail of Lion catching up to Denebola (where it stationed retrograde
in January) on June 19.
June 14, Thursday. Mercury is in zodiacal alignment with Sirius.
June 15, Friday. Waning crescent Moon at apogee at 6:00 pm (approx).
June 16, Saturday. Venus (9 Gemini 45) square Chiron (9 Pisces 45) 1:23 pm. Moon, Jupiter, and the Pleiades
within circle of diameter 4.94 at 8:00 pm. Waning crescent Moon passes 3.7 degrees S of the Pleiades
(29 Taurus) at 9:00 pm. Moon passes 1.4 degrees NW of Jupiter (1 Gemini 16) at 11:58 pm.
June 17, Sunday. Waning crescent Moon passes 2.1 degrees N of Venus (9 Gemini 18) at 4:13 pm, and 5.0
degrees N of Aldebaran (9 Gemini 45) 7:00 pm. Moon, Venus and Aldebaran (9 Gemini 45) within 5
degree circle of diameter at 7:00 pm.
June 18, Monday. Venus is returning to pass by Aldebaran.
June 19, Tuesday. New Moon (28 Gemini 43) at 7:02 am.
June 20, Wednesday. Venus 3.0 degrees NW of Aldebaran (9 Gemini 45) at 8:00 am. Mercury 5.1 degrees SSW
of Pollux (23 Cancer 15) at 2:00 pm. Mercury (22 Cancer 47) square Saturn (22 Libra 47) at 8:05 am.
Sun passes 0 Cancer marking Summer Solstice at 3:09 pm. Waxing crescent Moon passes 2.6 degrees
SSW of Pollux (23 Cancer 15) .
June 21, Thursday. Moon passes 5.5 degrees SSW of Mercury (24 Cancer 15) at 8:48 am.
June 22, Friday. Waxing crescent Moon 6.0 degrees S of Beehive Cluster at 12:00 pm.
June 23, Saturday. St. John’s Eve. Venus and Jupiter are within 5 degrees of each other closing the gap to less
than 4 degrees as Venus stations direct on June 27.
June 24, Sunday. Venus passes 10.6 degrees SE of the Pleiades (29 Taurus) at 1:00 am. Uranus (8 Aries 24)
square Pluto (8 Capricorn 24) at 1:12 am. Waxing crescent Moon passes 5.7 degrees SSW of Regulus (0
Virgo) at 3:42 am. Jupiter (3 Gemini 2) square Neptune (3 Pisces 2) at 11:56 pm.
June 25, Monday. Saturn stations direct (22 Libra 46) at 1:00 am. Mercury moves into Leo at 6:24 pm.
June 26, Tuesday. Waxing Moon passes 5.4 degrees SSW of Mars (26 Virgo 22) at 2:53 am. First Quarter Moon
(05 Libra 54) at 7:30 pm.
June 27, Wednesday. Venus (07 Gemini 29) stations direct at 7:07 am. Pluto (08 Capricorn 19) at perigee at
11:13 am. June Bootids meteor showers, favorable this year.
June 28, Thursday. Waxing Moon passes 6.1 degrees SSW of Saturn (22 Libra 46) at 12:22 am, and 1.5 degrees
SW of Spica at 3:00 am.
June 29, Friday. Sun (8 Cancer 16) opposite Pluto (8 Capricorn 16) at 7:02 am. This is the middle of the best
time of year to see it. Sun square Uranus at 1:10 pm.
June 30, Saturday. Mercury at greatest elongation east at 7:00 pm.

Article printed from Cayelin Castell: http://cayelincastell.com
URL to article: http://cayelincastell.com/2012-free-june-celestial-timings/
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The Occult Origins of the Bank of England

http://www.israelect.com/reference/WillieMartin/Bank%20of%20England%20[A].htm
by The Magician
Much of the history of the last several hundred years can be interpreted as the competition for power
between the British Monarchy, or "Perfidious Albion," and its allies on one hand; and the Vatican and its
allies on the other.
Of course, like any overriding theory, this one should not be pushed to an extreme, and it doesn’t explain
everything. But it explains a great deal.
A key role in the course events initially took was played by John Dee, the Neoplatonic Christian Cabalist
and Scientific Advisor to Queen Elisabeth. He introduced the idea that the inhabitants of Britain were
descendants of the lost tribes of Israel. It was all part of the British propaganda barrage directed against the
Vatican and the European Counter Reformation in the Sixteenth Century.
Henry VIII Wants an Heir
Let’s start with Henry VIII. The king of England had not been able to conceive a male heir with his wife
Catherine. So he wanted a divorce, which he doubted the Pope would allow. Henry VIII sent his secret
agent Richard Croke to Venice in 1529 to consult with the Christian Cabalist theologian Georgi, as well as
Jewish Rabbis, on the right way to biblically justify divorce and remarriage to the Pope. There was a conflict
between Leviticus and Deuteronomy whether a man could marry his brother's widow, the grounds on which
Henry VIII was questioning the legality of his own marriage to Catherine.
This represented the beginnings of an alliance between the British Monarchy and various Jewish groups.
The divorce arguments, however, went nowhere. No compromise was ever reached with the Pope. (The
British historian, Dame Francis Yates, tells the story in her book, The Occult Philosophy in the Elizabethan
Age). So Henry VIII finally solved his dilemma by wresting the Church of England out from under the Pope,
and proclaimed himself Head of the Church. Henry was now supreme leader, both politically and spiritually,
and did what he wanted with respect to divorce and remarriage. (As for the heir, we now know that the
underlying infertility was Henry VIII’s own. But from such trivialities do the major events of world history
proceed.)
The Vatican was staggered. And it was furious. Not only had the head of a leading nation defied the Pope’s
authority in spiritual matters, but this same king had set himself up as a rival Pope, so to speak. King Henry
VIII was an Anti-Pope. Or that’s how the Vatican saw it. The Vatican and the Monarchy were now at war.
The war of spiritual ideas and spiritual concepts quickly became part and parcel of the geopolitical war with
the chief Catholic power, Spain.
Henry VIII’s seizure of the Church of England had to be justified to English-speaking people in a spiritual
sense. And so it was. The British had a spiritual destiny, it was declared.
Information Warfare and John Dee
John Dee, the son of one of Henry VIII's court officials, grew up surrounded by this controversy and the
mystical currents concerning the notion of British Empire. The latter involved a spiritual as well as a
geopolitical aspect: the British were to inherit the earth, and in the process foster the spread of True
Christianity. That is, not Catholicism.
According to Geoffrey of Monmouth, the kings of Britain were descended from Brut, of Trojan origin. King
Arthur, one of Brut's descendants, was considered the chief exemplar of sacred British Imperial Christianity.
John Dee identified with this Arthurian notion of Empire, as he believed himself to be descended from the
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ancient kings of Britain, and was thus himself a distant cousin of the Tudor Queen Elisabeth I.
The Tudor monarchy of Dee's time was glorified as the culmination of the Arthurian tradition, because
Henry VIII's break with the Vatican had eliminated the Pope and made the British Monarch supreme in both
church and state.
Another line of thought led to the doctrine of British - Israelism, which held that the British were the
descendants of the lost tribes of Israel. The doctrine of British - Israelism and the Lost Ten Tribes was
intended to forge a political alliance between the British monarchy and the Jews of Amsterdam, through a
merger of the Arthurian imperial tradition with Cabalistic interpretations of the Hebrew scriptures.
What had happened was that after the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492, some of them went East
to the Ottoman Empire, the Islamic world being at the time more religiously tolerant than Christendom.
Within Europe itself many of the Jews moved to Italy, particularly Venice, while other Jews and marranos
migrated from Spain and Portugal to Amsterdam.
The Jewish merchants and bankers of Amsterdam were seen by the British Monarchy as desirable allies in
the financial and political war with Spain, as well as in the spiritual war with the Vatican. Amsterdam thus
became the springboard for the return of the Jews to England, from which they had been expelled in 1290.
To forge ties between Jewish merchants and British imperialists, John Dee created the concept of British –
Israel, which gave the British and the Jews a common racial identity and invoked biblical prophecy to show
the inevitable triumph of British Imperialism: the British, as Abraham's seed, were to inherit the earth. Dee
also introduced the Jewish Cabala to the British ruling class and its interlocking network of European royal
dynasties. All this set the stage for the later absorption of European Jewish merchants and bankers into
British society.
In essence, the dissemination of the British-Israel doctrine was an intelligence coup carried out by the
British Monarchy. It wasn't the only such propaganda effort, of course. Dee also introduced Rosicrucianism
to Germany, and afterwards the British Monarchy continued to use secret societies for intelligence
gathering and for the spread of propaganda under the guise of Cabalism and occultism.
The Literary War Continues
By the next century, the British Crown had supplanted the Vatican as the world's pre-eminent manipulator
of power, having established British naval supremacy through the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588.
But the spiritual struggle continued, and British cultural history is strewn with its remnants.
Edmund Spenser, for example, wrote The Faerie Queene, with the express purpose of making a
Neoplatonic heroine out of Queen Elisabeth I. This happened at the same time the Jesuits on the European
continent were spearheading an attempt to stamp out Neoplatonic influences, which were seen as
undermining the authority of the Church. The Catholics quickly counterattacked. The Catholic
Marlowe wrote Faust in order to defame John Dee as a Satanic magician. Marlowe similarly penned The
Jew of Malta as a propaganda work intended to generate public rage over the growing encroachment of
Jewish merchants. And Marlowe's Tamburlaine was an attempt to discredit British ideals of Empire.
Francis Bacon, by contrast, carried on the traditions of John Dee. On the secular front, Bacon emphasized
inductive science and proposed the Royal Society. On the religious side, Bacon espoused Masonry and
discussed the British- Jewish alliance in his book New Atlantis.
Even the Monarchy had a divided loyalty. Queen Elisabeth's successor, James I, leaned again toward the
Catholics. But his translation and publication of the King James Bible made possible the anti-Catholic
practice of individual Bible reading and interpretation.
By and large, the British Oligarchy became simultaneously humanist and occultist, pro-Jewish and anti-Catholic.
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Finally, Mennaseh ben Israel, the Dutch Cabalist Rabbi, petitioned Cromwell for the return of Jews to England.
Mennaseh ben Israel argued that the Messiah and the Millennium could not come until the Jews had spread to
every corner of the globe, which included England. To be sure, Menasseh ben Israel was not himself a British
Israelite. Instead, he discovered the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel among American Indians, an idea that would later
be revived by the Mormons. But Cromwell's Puritan advisors said he should let Jews settle in England (which
Cromwell agreed to do), believing they would convert to pure biblical Christianity (which they didn't). The Jews
were actually admitted in 1664, a few years after the deaths of both Cromwell and Menasseh ben Israel.
Following that event, the Catholic strain in the Monarchy was gradually weeded out. When William of Orange
took over from the Catholic Stuart King James II in 1688, the domination of the Empire by the Protestant/
Anglican branch of the Royal Family became permanent. The Monarchy, along with its allies, the Noble and
Jewish banking families, immediately proceeded to consolidate its political control through the establishment of
the Bank of England and the National Debt six years later in 1694. These instruments provided the financial
muscle needed to exercise worldwide power: to make loans and to finance enterprises, including the raising of
armies and the fostering of revolutions.

Manifest Destiny Yields to Balance of Power
The manifest destiny of the Anglo- Saxon race continued to be important in Crown - supported propaganda. But
the Monarchy's actual policy evolved into one based on the balance of power.
For example, in the 1890s, as Britain began to fear a militarist Germany, Cecil Rhodes and William Stead
founded a secret society to revive support for British Imperialism. Members included Alfred (later Lord) Milner
and Arthur (Lord) Balfour. As governor - general of South Africa, Milner recruited a youthful group of
administrators from Oxford and elsewhere. These were known as Milner's Kindergarten. To promote their
geopolitical ideals, they established Round Table Groups in the British dependencies and the U.S., as well as
think tanks like the Royal Institute of International Affairs and the Council on Foreign Relations. The stated
intention of the society was to spread British upper class ideals to the world's masses. In practice, however, the
Round Table Groups were principally used as an outlet for anti - German propaganda. In this case—to counter
the growing power of Germany—appeal was made to Britain's former colony in the New World: namely, to
America.
It was the Round Table connections of "Colonel" E. M. House, the principal advisor to President Wilson, that
lead in 1913 to the establishment of the Federal Reserve and the graduated Income Tax in the U.S. You needed
both of these, of course, to provide the financial basis to create an American war machine. World War I broke
out the following "Whenever England consents, France and Russia will close in on Germany and Austria."
As another example of the balance of power policy, the Balfour Declaration in 1917—of British support for a
Jewish homeland in Palestine—served the immediate purpose of increasing Jewish support for the British war
effort. But it also followed Crown policy in eventually creating a balance of power in the Middle East.
It is easy to see what was going on if you look at the history of The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion. The
first edition was published in Russian in 1901. Afterwards it was translated into English by George Shanks and
issued through the Eyre and Spottiswoode Publishing House, the printer of all official releases by the British
Royal Family. Coming from such a prestigious printer, the book quickly sold 30,000 copies before being
withdrawn under pressure from the Rothschilds. But a few years later, Henry H. Beamish founded "The Britons,"
a "Society to protect the Birthright of Britons, and to eradicate Alien influence from our politics and industries."
The Britons proceeded to distribute The Protocols worldwide.
In short—the battle with the Vatican long since won—the monarchy kept the Jews on a short leash, through a
carrot and stick policy. Assimilation into society and support for a homeland was the carrot, while The Protocols
was the stick.
The Magician is the author of the on- going Laissez Faire City Times serialized novel, Jack Parsons and the Curious origins
of the American Space Program, for which he has promised to send more episodes when he returns from his journey to
Kashmir.
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Bacon to St. Germaine *

http://baconisshakespeare.50megs.com/whats_new_13.html

TALES FROM THE VAULT: CASE OF THE SECRET MS SOLVED
Parchment Cipher Text of "The Triangular Book of the Count de St.
Germaine", among the rarest of occult manuscripts; magickal secret of long
life.
Bacon reincarnates as Comte de St. Germaine?
FROM TUDOR ROSE TO ROSY CROSS
Some occultists believe that Francis Bacon continued his mastership in another life as Comte de St. Germaine.
The Count was an international spy, ringleader of secret societies, enlightened visionary and proponent of U.S.
freedom, urging on the Founding Fathers in their faltering moments. He carried much of Bacon's agenda and
political philosophy forward in a rapidly changing world, ratifying the magical current of Roger Bacon, John
Dee, Sir Francis Bacon, and himself.

Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Count_of_St_Germain
Francis Bacon made it appear that he died on Easter Sunday, April 9, 1626, and that he even attended his own
"funeral" in disguise. He then supposedly traveled secretly to Transylvania (now part of Romania) to the
Rakoczy Mansion, where he is said to have continued preparations for his physical Ascension. Since Francis
Bacon was sighted in the area at various times over the following decades, the local people concluded that he
must be a member of the Rakoczy family (possibly related to to Prince Ferenc Rakoczy II of Transylvania).
Finally on May 1, 1684 he is believed to have attained his physical Ascension. Not wanting to leave humanity in
the "physical octave" without his direct visible assistance, he asked the Karmic Board for a special Dispensation
to allow him to function in a physical tangible body among embodied mankind for a limited time period — even
though he was already an Ascended Master. He was granted his request at the direct intercession of the Goddess
of Liberty, and reappeared as "Le Comte de Saint Germain", the "Wonderman of Europe" in the 18th and 19th
centuries, or so the story goes.
It is claimed that during this period in the 18th and 19th centuries:
 he developed the reputation of being an outstanding alchemist, scholar, linguist, musician, artist and
diplomat;
 he worked behind the scenes to try to establish a United States of Europe;
 his powers included bilocation, appearing at court and then dissolving his form at will, removing flaws
from diamonds and other precious stones, and precipitating an elixir that prevented aging.
 he was ambidextrous and could compose simultaneously a letter with one hand and poetry with the
other, or two identical pieces of writing with each hand
 he visited Marie Antoinette and her intimate friend, Madame d'Adhémar, who later wrote the story of his
abilities as an Adept, and that he had warned of the coming debacle and death of the king and queen.
 he worked behind the scenes with George Washington and Benjamin Franklin to establish the United
States of America.

http://www.reversespins.com/rosicrucian.html
Chapter Eleven from:
Great Secret: Count St. Germain
by Raymond Bernard
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Throughout his life, Francis Bacon's fondest hope was the creation of a Utopia across the Atlantic, the realization
of his "New Atlantis" in the form of a society of free men, governed by sages and scientists, in which his
Freemasonic and Rosicrucian principles would govern the social, political and economic life of the new nation.
It was for this reason as Lord Chancellor, he took such an active interest in the colonization of America, and why
he sent his son to Virginia as one of the early colonists. It was in America that the Rosicrucian-Freemasonic
vision manifested over a few centuries. The writings of Thomas Jefferson and Thomas Paine led to revolutionary
activities of many Rosicrucian-Freemasonic followers, including George Washington and Benjamin Franklin.
Bacon and St. Germaine had both hoped to create a new nation dedicated to esoteric political philosophy.
In his Secret Destiny of America, Manly Hall, Bacon's most understanding modern scholar, refers to the
appearance in America, prior to the signing of the Declaration of Independence in 1776, of a mysterious
Rosicrucian philosopher, a strict vegetarian who ate only foods that grew above the ground, who was a friend
and teacher of Franklin and Washington and who seemed to have played an important role in the founding of the
new republic. Why most historians failed to mention him is a puzzle, for that he existed is a certainty. He was
known as the "Professor," Comte de St. Germain.

http://www.reversespins.com/signthatdocument.html
*

THE GIFT TO THE COMPANIONS OF THE WISDOM PHILOSOPHER
COUNT St. GERMAIN FOR THE SAKE OF THE WHOLE WORLD.

The Triangular Book of the Count of St. Germain
Robert Word, Eng. Trans., 1979
The Holy Magic revealed to Moses discovered within an Egyptian monument and preciously
preserved in Asia under the emblem of a winged dragon.
1. To find things lost in the seas since the flooding of the globe.
2.To discover mines and diamonds, gold and silver within the bowels of the earth.
3. To preserve one's health and prolong one's life for a century, and that with the freshness of fifty
years, and the strength of that age.
You should do your operations for the first two objects only when the sun, earth, and moon are
found in conjunction in the same line, and within the same plane. As for the third marvel, you
may perform the operation at any time, but it is necessary to carry on your person a figure like
that which you see here.
You shall take an appropriate vase (made of any material) and fill it with fire which you shall
exorcise in the following manner:
O Creature of Fire, I exorcise you by Him by whom all things were made in order that you shall
remove from yourself all phantoms.
Bless it, O eternal Father, for the glory of thy holy and immortel Name.
Thou who lives and reigns through all the centuries of the centures.
A Levite which you shall have with you shall respond: AMEN. Next, you shall bless the incense and four
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lamps in the following manner: O eternal God, sovereign Being, bless this incense and these lamps in
order that their strength and their virtue shall augment the fear of their enemies, that they may not enter
herein. Thou who lives and reigns through all the centuries of the centuries. Your Levite responds: AMEN.
You shall pour this incense so blessed upon the fire and light the lamps before your operations. The small
concentric circle is the place which you shall take during these operations. The other circle which is below
is the place to be occupied by your Levite; you shall be clad as in the
days of the sacrificial ceremonies. Upon entering your circle you shall have in your left hand the following
figure. Your Levite shall follow you in carrying the characters of revelation.
When you shall have arrived at the destined place, you shall give back to your Levite the figure with
which you entered; then the Levite having occupied his, you shall bless his circle in pronouncing these
sacred words:
NOTAMARGATET, -- bless that circle -- bless it YANODA -- bless it MIOLE -- bless it ALAG -- bless it
AOTHIO -- bless it SORIDIS -- bless it APHAL -- bless it AGEMO, bless it THOBASSA -- bless it ARIF -bless it BADORA, Thou who lives and reigns through all the centuries of the
centuries.
Your Levite shall respond AMEN.
Next, you shall invoke the spirits to whom I have given the power to preside over the hours of the night in
commencing from the side where the sun rises, saying: LEAMAN, LECIAB, LATRANAVIO, RIBRAL,
TELARO.
From the side where the sun sets: ELANA, LEPAB, USTAEL, THAERRUB, SOTARECO, ILIBAPAC.
From the highest side of the circle: ELIA, ELINA, AMIGABIREL.
From the lowest side of the circle: PEDINBAD, FIALECHAM, CHARSIEL.
You shall then make the following invocation on the side where the sun rises, prostrated upon the ground:
We invoke you YALATINA, and LEMIROT, LESIAB, and TELAR, HERIBAG and ARNAVIO, TRABA
and ARIOT, ANIEL and LEDIMAT, YANAEL and CALMAS, LEASO and VIANOEL; we command you
by Him by whom all things were made and by all the other names of the ETERNAL, and by these:
IANODA, EL MIHOLES, HOLAE MEBOTH, NOLICSAZ, and NOTAMMARGATEL who is the Lord
God exalted before you and represented invisibly near this circle; let me know by a just inspiration if you
judge me to be dignified by the purity of my soul -- the places where there are mines of diamonds, gold,
and silver, those who find precious things lost in the seas -- to prolong my life in health and that for a
century -- I request these favors to be granted without incurring danger, risk, or peril, by Y and V which
Adam understood, by the name AGLA for the preservation of Lot and his family from the fire of Sodom
and Gemorrha. By the name Joth, for the deliverance of Jacob from the persecution of his brother. By
those of SOIGAD, YANADA, THEOS or NOTAMMARGATET, and by the other names of the ALLPOWERFUL who truly lives and reigns. Such is the WILL of Him who created all, and Whose empire
endures through all the centuries of the centuries.
Your Levite shall respond: AMEN.
You shall place upon your head with your left hand the figure which you gave to your Levite; then if your
soul is pure, it shall be exalted.
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You shall feel yourself to be inspired; you shall lend an attentive ear to all that which the aerial spirits
shall whisper, having care to trace from right to left on a brass plate the inspired characters which you
shall bless with these words:
Blessed Be PAO. THEOS. You may communicate these things to no person because you would render
unworthy my divine bounty and you would not have the success for which you have obtained hope.
You shall then take the figure which was upon your head with the same hand; then holding it in both
hands and prostrating in adoration, you shall pronounce these characters:
In the name of the Eternal my God, true master of my body, my soul, and my spirit, go, go in peace; retire
that you may accompany me always, and be ever ready to come when I shall call you.
AMEN and AMEN.
FINIS.

THERE IS A PHOTO OF THE TRIANGLE BOOK IN THE FRONTPIECE PORTRAIT OF
MANLY PALMER HALL IN HIS BOOK 'FREEMASONRY OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS'
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